USA Team Selection Test for 63rd IMO and 11th EGMO
United States of America
Day I
Thursday, November 4, 2021

Time limit: 4.5 hours. You may keep the problems, but they should not be posted until
next Monday at noon Eastern time.

Problem 1. Let ABCD be a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle with center O. Points
X and Y lie on sides AB and CD, respectively. Suppose the circumcircles of ADX and
BCY meet line XY again at P and Q, respectively. Show that OP = OQ.

Problem 2. Let a1 < a2 < a3 < a4 < · · · be an infinite sequence of real numbers in the
interval (0, 1). Show that there exists a number that occurs exactly once in the sequence
a1 a2 a3 a4
,
,
,
, ....
1 2 3 4

Problem 3. Find all positive integers k > 1 for which there exists a positive integer n
n
such that nk is divisible by n, and m
is not divisible by n for 2 ≤ m < k.
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USA Team Selection Test for 63rd IMO and 11th EGMO
United States of America
Day II
Thursday, December 9, 2021

Time limit: 4.5 hours. You may keep the problems, but they should not be posted until
next Monday at noon Eastern time.

Problem 4. Let a and b be positive integers. Suppose that there are infinitely many
pairs of positive integers (m, n) for which m2 + an + b and n2 + am + b are both perfect
squares. Prove that a divides 2b.

Problem 5. Let T be a tree on n vertices with exactly k leaves. Suppose that there
exists a subset of at least n+k−1
vertices of T , no two of which are adjacent. Show that
2
the longest path in T contains an even number of edges.∗

Problem 6. Triangles ABC and DEF share circumcircle Ω and incircle ω so that
points A, F , B, D, C, and E occur in this order along Ω. Let ∆A be the triangle formed
by lines AB, AC, and EF , and define triangles ∆B , ∆C , . . . , ∆F similarly. Furthermore,
let ΩA and ωA be the circumcircle and incircle of triangle ∆A , respectively, and define
circles ΩB , ωB , . . . , ΩF , ωF similarly.
(a) Prove that the two common external tangents to circles ΩA and ΩD and the two
common external tangents to circles ωA and ωD are either concurrent or pairwise
parallel.
(b) Suppose that these four lines meet at point TA , and define points TB and TC
similarly. Prove that points TA , TB , and TC are collinear.

∗

A tree is a connected graph with no cycles. A leaf is a vertex of degree 1.
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USA Team Selection Test for 63rd IMO and 11th EGMO
United States of America
Day III
Thursday, January 13, 2022

Time limit: 4.5 hours. You may keep the problems, but they should not be posted until
next Monday at noon Eastern time.

Problem 7. Let M be a finite set of lattice points and n be a positive integer. A
mine-avoiding path is a path of lattice points with length n, beginning at (0, 0) and
ending at a point on the line x + y = n, that does not contain any point in M . Prove
that if there exists a mine-avoiding path, then there exist at least 2n−|M | mine-avoiding
paths.∗

Problem 8. Let ABC be a scalene triangle. Points A1 , B1 and C1 are chosen on
segments BC, CA, and AB, respectively, such that 4A1 B1 C1 and 4ABC are similar.
Let A2 be the unique point on line B1 C1 such that AA2 = A1 A2 . Points B2 and C2 are
defined similarly. Prove that 4A2 B2 C2 and 4ABC are similar.

Problem 9. Let q = pr for a prime number p and positive integer r. Let ζ = e
the least positive integer n such that
X
1≤k≤q
gcd(k,p)=1

2πi
q

. Find

1
(1 − ζ k )n

is not an integer. (The sum is over all 1 ≤ k ≤ q with p not dividing k.)

∗

A lattice point is a point (x, y) where x and y are integers. A path of lattice points with length n
is a sequence of lattice points P0 , P1 , . . . , Pn in which any two adjacent points in the sequence have
distance 1 from each other.
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